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Congress of Graduate Students Executive Members Sara Collins, Deputy Speaker of Communications (left) and Speaker Chris
Hagemeyer (right) had the pleasure of visiting the FSU Childcare Center  on a guided tour led by Associate Director Tiffany
Karnisky (middle). 
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As students and FSU staff and
faculty revert to business-as-usual
operations back on FSU's campus,
childcare is an imperative need for
many who balance caregiving and
work-related responsibilities. The
FSU Childcare and Early Learning
Center, in turn, is preparing to
welcome back students with their
center operating at full capacity. 

FSU COGS Representatives recently
toured the facility and discussed staff
operations, resources, and funding
needs with Associate Director Tiffany
Karnisky. Ms. Karkisky and the
center's staff members evidently work
to accommodate attendance fees,
provide food, curriculum-relevant
materials, and support to the children
and their families. COGS recognizes
the need for scholarships and funding
to maintain the support of the center,
and continues to discuss ways to
structure  a 

consistent funding source through
its Student Advocacy Committee. 

The Congress of Graduate Students is the body of student government that officially represents the graduate
students at Florida State University. We provide a voice for the opinions of graduate students and provide

funding for travel grants and recognized student organizations.
 

Upcoming Assembly Meeting: Monday, September 13, 6:30 PM EST at HCB 103

cogsfsu cogsfsu www.facebook.com/fsucogs



Organization of Religion for
Graduate Students Holds
Research Prep Workshop
The Organization of Religion for Graduate Students 
 recently hosted a workshop on how to publish research
on May 7, 2021. They invited editors from four
important journals in the field of Religious Studies.,
who gave short presentations about different stages of
the publication process and shared invaluable insight
meant to make the publication process less ambiguous
and accessible to young scholars. Editors also answered
questions posed by current graduate students about
building a rapport with editors, networking, and the
state of the field. The event was well attended and well-
received from graduate students, faculty, and panelists
alike.  The organization looks forward to their
upcoming spring symposium with hopes of inviting
speakers in person in February. For more information
about the Organization of Religion for Graduate
Students and their upcoming events, contact Taylor
Dean at fsureligionsymposium@gmail.com. 

What's New in the Graduate School?

COGS Paving the Way for New
AEDs on Campus 
On April 29, 2020, FSU student Tom Idowu passed away
from sudden cardiac arrest. Bearing this tragedy, Florida
State students recognized the need for cardiovascular
health resources and equipment on campus. In the spring
of 2021, COGS proudly donated $49,000 to purchase 28
new AEDs, contributing to a 38% increase in AED
accessibility on campus. Funding contributions made up
a total of $100,000 aimed at paying for expenses and
equipment replacement for the next 30 years, in addition
to $49,000 designated for AED purchases.  COGS is
working to support the next steps of this movement, as
student advocates seek to fund available CPR and AED
training on campus. For more information, please contact
Chris Hagemeyer  at COGSSpeaker@admin.fsu.edu. 

Featured Representative
Nella Delva (she/her/hers)
Nella is a fourth year PhD Candidate in Biomedical
Sciences studying mood regulation with a particular
interest in major depressive disorders. As a Haitian-
American, STEM minority advocate, and neuroscientist
in training, Nella's goal within COGS is to amplify the
voices of underrepresented minority groups, particularly
in spaces where decisions are made. 

COGS Latest 

Pictured below is Nella Delva, Minority Student Advocate on the
Congress of Graduate Students. 

FSU sudents advocate for cardiovascular health resources following
the passing of 22-year-old Tom Idowu, who suffered a heart attack. 
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